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MEASURE CONTROL OF A SEMILINEAR PARABOLIC EQUATION
WITH A NONLOCAL TIME DELAY\ast 
EDUARDO CASAS\dagger , MARIANO MATEOS\ddagger , AND FREDI TR\"OLTZSCH\S 
Abstract. We study a control problem governed by a semilinear parabolic equation. The
control is a measure that acts as the kernel of a possibly nonlocal time delay term and the functional
includes a nondifferentiable term with the measure norm of the control. Existence, uniqueness, and
regularity of the solution of the state equation, as well as differentiability properties of the control-
to-state operator are obtained. Next, we provide first order optimality conditions for local solutions.
Finally, the control space is suitably discretized and we prove convergence of the solutions of the
discrete problems to the solutions of the original problem. Several numerical examples are included
to illustrate the theoretical results.
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1. Introduction. We consider optimal control problems for the parabolic equa-
tion
(1.1)
\left\{           
\partial y
\partial t
 - \Delta y +R(y) =
\int T
0
y(x, t - s) du(s) in Q = \Omega \times (0, T ),
\partial ny = 0 on \Sigma = \Gamma \times (0, T ),
y(x, t) = y0(x, t) in Q - = \Omega \times [ - T, 0]
with fixed final time T > 0, where the Borel measure u \in \scrM [0, T ] is taken as control.
Depending on the particular choice of this measure and on the form of the nonlinearity
R, different mathematical models of interest for theoretical physics are covered by this
equation. Thanks to its generality, this equation includes the control of time delays in
parabolic equations, the control of multiple time delays, and also the optimization of
standard feedback operators of Pyragas type. Associated examples will be explained
below.
Our paper extends the optimization of nonlocal Pyragas-type feedback operators
that was investigated in [25]. The main novelty of our paper is the use of measures
instead of functions. This is much more general and leads to new, partially delicate
and interesting questions of analysis. The partial differential equation above includes
three main difficulties: First, the equation is of semilinear type. The main ideas for
the associated analysis were prepared in [11] and we are able to proceed similarly, at
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least partially. Second, the equation contains some kind of time delays. Finally, the
integral operator includes the measure u that complicates the analysis.
The optimal control theory of ordinary or partial differential equations with time
delay has a very long history. Numerous papers were contributed to this field. We
mention, for instance, the papers [2, 3, 12, 18, 19], that have some relation to dis-
tributed parameter systems, or the surveys [4, 28]. More recent contributions are,
e.g., [17, 23, 24].
However, to our best knowledge, the optimal control of parabolic equations with
nonlocal time delay was only investigated in [25]. The case of measures as controls
is new for this type of equation. However, we mention [1], where a measure-valued
control function is considered in a delay equation.
Moreover, the control is not taken as a right-hand side. Here, it plays the role
of a kernel in an integral operator; this is another difficulty. We should mention that
the use of kernels as control functions is not new. For instance, memory kernels were
taken as ``controls"" in identification problems in [35] and [36].
The equation above generalizes different models of Pyragas-type feedback that
are very popular in theoretical physics. We mention the seminal paper by Pyragas
[26], where the feedback of the form (1.2) was introduced to stabilize periodic orbits;
see also [27]. We also refer to [30, 32, 33], where nonlocal Pyragas feedback operators
of the type (1.5) are discussed for different kernels u.
Let us also mention [20], where the implemention of nonlocal feedback controllers
is investigated. In particular, these equations have applications in laser technology;
we refer to associated contributions in [30].
Let us also mention a few examples for (1.1). In the following \kappa is a real parameter.
Example 1.1 (Pyragas feedback control). If \tau \in (0, T ) is a fixed time, and \delta \tau and




 - \Delta y +R(y) = \kappa (y(x, t - \tau ) - y(x, t))
is obtained as a particular case of (1.1) with u = \kappa (\delta \tau  - \delta 0). Equations of this
type with fixed time delay \tau are known in the context of the so-called Pyragas-type
feedback control [26, 27, 30].
Example 1.2 (Pyragas feedback with multiple time delays). A more general ver-
sion of (1.2) with multiple fixed time delays is generated by




ui\delta \tau i  - \delta 0
\Biggr) 








ui y(x, t - \tau i) - y(x, t)
\Biggr) 
is obtained. Here, the control (u1, . . . , um) \in \BbbR m is a vector of controllable weights.
Example 1.3 (nonlocal Pyragas feedback control). Finally, if the Lebesgue decom-
position of u is u = \kappa (ur  - \delta 0), where ur is absolutely continuous w.r.t. the Lebesgue
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 - \Delta y +R(y) = \kappa 
\Biggl( \int T
0
g(s)y(x, t - s) ds - y(x, t)
\Biggr) 
that is used in nonlocal Pyragas-type feedback. Here, the control is the integrable
kernel g of the integral operator of the partial differential equation.
2. State equation. Throughout this paper \scrM [0, T ] will denote the space of real
and regular Borel measures in [0, T ]. According to the Riesz representation theorem,
\scrM [0, T ] is the dual of the space of continuous functions in [0, T ]: \scrM [0, T ] = C[0, T ]\ast ,
and \scrM [0, T ] is a Banach space endowed with the norm
\| u\| \scrM [0,T ] = | u| ([0, T ]) = sup
\Biggl\{ \int T
0
\phi (s) du(s) : \phi \in C[0, T ] and \| \phi \| C[0,T ] \leq 1
\Biggr\} 
.
Here, | u| denotes the total variation measure of u; see [29, pp. 130--133]. The above
integrals are considered in the closed interval [0, T ]. Notice that u(\{ 0\} ) and u(\{ T\} )
could be nonzero. This notational convention will be maintained in what follows.
Thus, we distinguish\int b
a













for real numbers a \leq b and continuous functions \phi \in C[0, T ].
We recall our general state equation (1.1),\left\{           
\partial y
\partial t
 - \Delta y +R(y) =
\int T
0
y(x, t - s) du(s) in Q,
\partial ny = 0 on \Sigma ,
y(x, t) = y0(x, t) in Q - .
In this setting, \Omega \subset \BbbR n, 1 \leq n \leq 3, is a bounded Lipschitz domain with boundary
\Gamma and, (as introduced above) Q - = \Omega \times [ - T, 0]. The nonlinearity R : \BbbR  - \rightarrow \BbbR is a
function of class C1 such that
(2.1) \exists CR \in \BbbR : R\prime (y) \geq CR \forall y \in \BbbR .
The initial datum y0 is taken from C( \=Q - ), while u \in \scrM [0, T ] is the control.
In particular, third order polynomials of the form
R(y) = \rho (y  - y1)(y  - y2)(y  - y3)
with \rho > 0 and y1 < y2 < y3 satisfy this assumption. R has the meaning of a reaction
term. The numbers yi, i = 1, 2, 3, are the fixed points of the reaction; y1 and y3 are
the stable ones, while y2 is unstable. Such functions R play a role in bistable reactions
of physical chemistry; see [22].






with real numbers ai, i = 0, . . . , k, and k = 2\ell +1, \ell \in \BbbN \cup \{ 0\} , if ak is positive. Here,
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Remark 2.1. The theory of our paper can be extended to more general functions
R : \Omega \times \BbbR \rightarrow \BbbR , that obey the following assumptions:
\bullet R is a Carath\'eodory function of class C1 with respect to the second variable.
\bullet There exists some p > n/2 such that R(\cdot , 0) \in Lp(\Omega ).
\bullet For all M > 0 there exists a constant CM > 0 such that\bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \partial R
\partial y
(x, y)
\bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \leq CM for a.a. x \in \Omega and \forall y \in \BbbR with | y| \leq M.
\bullet The function y \mapsto \rightarrow \partial R\partial y (x, y) is bounded from below, i.e.,
\partial R
\partial y
(x, y) \geq CR for a.a. x \in \Omega and all y \in \BbbR .
The theory also remains true if---in addition to these general assumptions on R---the
Laplace operator  - \Delta is replaced by another uniformly elliptic differential operator A
with L\infty coefficients in the main part of the operator. Lipschitz regularity of these
coefficients is required only in the second part of Theorem 2.5.
However, to keep the presentation simple, we concentrate on the case A =  - \Delta ,
and a function R : \BbbR \rightarrow \BbbR of class C1 and satisfying condition (2.1).
In the following, we will denote Y = L2(0, T ;H1(\Omega )) \cap C( \=Q). Endowed with the
norm
\| y\| Y = \| y\| L2(0,T ;H1(\Omega )) + \| y\| C( \=Q),
Y is a Banach space.



















y(x, t - s) du(s)z(x, t) dxdt+
\int 
\Omega 
y0(x, 0)z(x, 0) dx
for all z \in H1(Q) such that z(x, T ) = 0.
Notice that if y \in Y is a solution of (1.1), then we also have that y \in W (0, T ) =
L2(0, T ;H1(\Omega )) \cap H1(0, T ;H1(\Omega )\ast ).
We begin our analysis with the well-posedness of the state equation (1.1) that is
a differential equation with time delay. Ordinary differential delay equations are well
understood; we refer, for instance, to the expositions [6, 15, 13]. For parabolic partial
differential equations, we only mention [5] and the references cited therein, since this
book investigates oscillation effects for nonlinear partial differential equations with
delay that we observe also for (1.1). Our parabolic delay equation is nonlinear and
contains a nonlocal Pyragas-type feedback term defined by a measure. To our best
knowledge, an associated result on existence and uniqueness of a solution is not yet
known.
Theorem 2.2. For every u \in \scrM [0, T ], problem (1.1) has a unique solution yu \in 
Y . Moreover, the estimates
\| yu\| L2(0,T ;H1(\Omega )) \leq C1,0
\bigl( 
\| y0\| L2(Q - )\| u\| \scrM [0,T ] + \| y0(\cdot , 0)\| L2(\Omega ) + | R(0)| 
\bigr) 
,(2.2)
\| yu\| C( \=Q) \leq C\infty 
\bigl( 
\| y0\| C( \=Q - )\| u\| \scrM [0,T ] + \| y0(\cdot , 0)\| C(\=\Omega ) + | R(0)| 
\bigr) 
,(2.3)
are satisfied, where the constants C1,0 and C\infty depend on \| u\| \scrM [0,T ], but they can be
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In order to prove this theorem, we perform the classical substitution y\lambda (x, t) =
e - \lambda ty(x, t) with arbitrary \lambda > 0. Hence (1.1) is transformed to\left\{           
\partial y\lambda 
\partial t
 - \Delta y\lambda + e - \lambda tR(e\lambda ty\lambda ) + \lambda y\lambda =
\int T
0
e - \lambda sy\lambda (x, t - s) du(s) in Q,
\partial ny
\lambda = 0 on \Sigma ,
y\lambda (x, t) = e - \lambda ty0(x, t) in Q - .
Note that the appearance of the term e - \lambda s under the integral is due to the fact that
y(x, t - s) = e\lambda (t - s)y\lambda (x, t - s) and e\lambda t disappears after dividing the equation by this
term. To simplify the notation we introduce, for every \lambda \geq 0, the following family of
operators K\lambda [u],K
+
\lambda [u] : C(
\=Q)  - \rightarrow L\infty (Q), defined for (x, t) \in \=Q by
(K\lambda [u]z)(x, t) =
\int 
[0,t)
e - \lambda sz(x, t - s) du(s),
(K+\lambda [u]z)(x, t) =
\int 
(0,t)
e - \lambda sz(x, t - s) du(s).
Hence, we have (K\lambda [u]z)(x, t) = u(\{ 0\} )z(x, t) + (K+\lambda [u]z)(x, t) for t > 0.
Moreover, we define the family of functions
g\lambda ,u(x, t) =
\int T
t
e - \lambda sy\lambda (x, t - s) du(s) = e - \lambda t
\int T
t
y0(x, t - s) du(s) for (x, t) \in \=Q
that covers the initial data y0.
For \lambda = 0 we simply write K[u] and gu instead of K0[u] and g0,u, respectively.
With this notation, the above equation and (1.1) (obtained for \lambda = 0) can be formu-
lated as follows:
(2.4)
\left\{         
\partial y\lambda 
\partial t
 - \Delta y\lambda + e - \lambda tR(e\lambda ty\lambda ) + \lambda y\lambda = K\lambda [u]y\lambda + g\lambda ,u in Q,
\partial ny
\lambda = 0 on \Sigma ,
y\lambda (x, 0) = y0(x, 0) in \Omega 
with the additional extension y\lambda (x, t) = e - \lambda ty0(x, t) for t \in [ - T, 0].
Remark 2.3. Notice that K\lambda [u]y and g\lambda ,u can be discontinuous at those points t
such that u(\{ t\} ) \not = 0, but the following identity holds:\int T
0
e - \lambda sy\lambda (x, t - s)du(s) =
\int 
[0,t)
e - \lambda sy\lambda (x, t - s)du(s) +
\int T
t
e - \lambda sy0(x, t - s)du(s)
= (K\lambda [u]y
\lambda + g\lambda ,u)(x, t),
and, therefore, K\lambda [u]y
\lambda + g\lambda ,u \in C( \=Q) if y\lambda \in C( \=Q).
Lemma 2.4. For every u \in \scrM [0, T ] and \lambda \geq 0 we have\left\{   
\| K\lambda [u]z\| L2(Q) \leq \| z\| L2(Q)\| u\| \scrM [0,T ] \forall z \in C( \=Q),
\| K\lambda [u]z\| L\infty ((0,T ),L2(\Omega )) \leq \| z\| C([0,T ],L2(\Omega ))\| u\| \scrM [0,T ] \forall z \in C( \=Q),
| K\lambda [u]z\| L\infty (Q) \leq \| z\| C( \=Q)\| u\| \scrM [0,T ] \forall z \in C( \=Q),
(2.5)
\biggl\{ 
\| g\lambda ,u\| L2(Q) \leq \| y0\| L2(Q - )\| u\| \scrM [0,T ],
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Moreover, for every \varepsilon > 0 and u \in \scrM [0, T ] there exists \lambda \varepsilon ,u > 0 such that \forall \lambda \geq \lambda \varepsilon ,u
the following inequalities hold:
(2.7)
\biggl\{ 
\| K+\lambda [u]z\| L2(Q) \leq \varepsilon 
\bigl( 
1 + \| u\| \scrM [0,T ]
\bigr) 
\| z\| L2(Q) \forall z \in C( \=Q),
\| K+\lambda [u]z\| L\infty (Q) \leq \varepsilon 
\bigl( 
1 + \| u\| \scrM [0,T ]
\bigr) 
\| z\| C( \=Q) \forall z \in C( \=Q).
Proof. By using the Schwarz inequality and the Fubini theorem, we get













z2(x, t - s) d| u| (s)
\Biggr) \Biggl( \int 
[0,t)










z2(x, t - s) dtd| u| (s) dx
\Biggr) \Biggl( \int T
0
e - 2\lambda s d| u| (s)
\Biggr) 
= I1I2.






\int T - s
0







z2(x, \sigma ) d\sigma d| u| (s) dx
= \| z\| 2L2(Q)\| u\| \scrM [0,T ].




e - 2\lambda s d| u| (s) \leq 
\int T
0
d| u| (s) = \| u\| \scrM [0,T ].
Multiplying the estimates for I1 and I2, we get the first inequality of (2.5). To prove
the second estimate we proceed as follows: \forall t \in [0, T ]













z2(x, t - s) d| u| (s) dx
\Biggr) \Biggl( \int T
0





\| z(\cdot , t - s)\| 2L2(\Omega ) d| u| (s)
\Biggr) 
I2 \leq \| z\| 2C([0,T ],L2(\Omega ))\| u\| 
2
\scrM [0,T ].
Finally, to prove the third inequality of (2.5) we only need the following estima-
tion:
\| K\lambda [u]z\| L\infty (Q) \leq \| z\| C( \=Q)
\int T
0
e - \lambda s d| u| (s) \leq \| z\| C( \=Q)\| u\| \scrM [0,T ].
In a completely analogous way we prove (2.6). To establish the first inequality of (2.7)
we proceed exactly as above replacing I2 by I
+
2 , so \| K
+















e - 2\lambda s d| u| (s)






+ e - 2
\surd 
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+ e - 2
\surd 
\lambda \varepsilon ,u < \varepsilon 2
and the first inequality in (2.7) follows from the fact that I1 \leq \| z\| 2L2(Q)(1+\| u\| \scrM [0,T ])
and that each of the addends in the previous inequality is smaller than \varepsilon 2.
The second inequality in (2.7) follows trivially from (2.5) for all \lambda > 0 if \varepsilon \geq 1.
For \varepsilon < 1, we have that if \lambda > \lambda \varepsilon ,u, chosen as before,
\| K+\lambda [u]z\| L\infty (Q) \leq \| z\| C( \=Q)
\int 
(0,T ]
e - \lambda s d| u| (s)








+ e - 
\surd 
\lambda \| u\| \scrM [0,T ]
\biggr) 
\leq \| z\| C( \=Q)
\bigl( 
\varepsilon 2 + \varepsilon \| u\| \scrM [0,T ]
\bigr) 
\leq \varepsilon (1 + \| u\| \scrM [0,T ])\| z\| C( \=Q)
and the proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We split the proof into three steps.
I: Existence of a solution. For every function z \in C( \=Q), we define the problem
(2.9)
\left\{         
\partial y
\partial t
 - \Delta y +R+\lambda (t, y) = K
+
\lambda [u]z + g\lambda ,u in Q,
\partial ny = 0 on \Sigma ,
y(x, 0) = y0(x, 0) in \Omega ,
where R+\lambda (t, y) = e
 - \lambda tR(e\lambda ty)+(\lambda  - u(\{ 0\} ))y. This is a standard semilinear parabolic
equation with given right-hand side. We have that
\partial R+\lambda 
\partial y (t, y) \geq CR + \lambda  - u(\{ 0\} ) and




(t, y) \geq 1 \forall \lambda \geq \lambda +R.
Therefore, R+\lambda is a continuous monotone increasing function with respect to y,
and it is well known that the semilinear equation (2.9) has a unique solution y \in Y ; see
[7] or [34], for instance. The continuity is due to the continuity of y0(\cdot , 0) and the fact
that the right-hand side of the partial differential equation in (2.9) belongs to L\infty (Q).
Moreover from the above references and the inequality | R+\lambda (t, 0)| = e - \lambda t| R(0)| \leq 
| R(0)| we infer the estimate
(2.11) \| y\| C( \=Q) \leq C0
\Bigl( 
\| K+\lambda [u]z\| L\infty (Q) + \| g\lambda ,u\| L\infty (Q) + \| y0(\cdot , 0)\| C(\=\Omega ) + | R(0)| 
\Bigr) 
.
Now, we define M = C0(1 + \| u\| \scrM [0,T ]\| y0\| C( \=Q - ) + \| y0(\cdot , 0)\| C(\=\Omega ) + | R(0)| ). Ac-
cording to (2.7), we can select \lambda \geq \lambda +R such that
(2.12) \| K+\lambda [u]z\| L\infty (Q) \leq 1 \forall z \in C( \=Q) with \| z\| C( \=Q) \leq M.
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continuous mapping F : BM  - \rightarrow BM that associates with every z \in BM the solution
y = F (z) of (2.9). The embedding F (BM ) \subset BM is an immediate consequence of
(2.6), (2.11), (2.12), and the definition of M . In order to apply Schauder's fixed point
theorem, we have to prove that F (BM ) is relatively compact in C( \=Q). To this end, we
assume first that y0(\cdot , 0) is a H\"older function in \=\Omega : y0(\cdot , 0) \in C0,\mu (\=\Omega ) with \mu \in (0, 1).
Then, there exists \mu 0 \in (0, \mu ] and C\mu such that y \in C0,\mu 0( \=Q) and
\| y\| C0,\mu 0 ( \=Q) \leq C\mu 
\Bigl( 
\| K+\lambda [u]z + g\lambda ,u\| L\infty (Q) + \| y0(\cdot , 0)\| C0,\mu (\=\Omega ) + max| \rho | \leq e\lambda TM
| R(\rho )| + \lambda 
\Bigr) 
;
see [21, section III-8]. From the compactness of the embedding C0,\mu 0( \=Q) \subset C( \=Q) and
the above estimate we conclude that F (BM ) is relatively compact in C( \=Q) and F
has at least one fixed point y\lambda . Then it is obvious that y\lambda is a solution of (2.4) and
y\lambda \in Y .
Next we skip the assumption y0(\cdot , 0) \in C0,\mu (\=\Omega ) for every sufficiently large \lambda . Since
y0 \in C(\=\Omega ), then we can take a sequence \{ y0k\} \infty k=1 \subset C0,\mu (\=\Omega ) such that y0k \rightarrow y0(\cdot , 0)
in C(\=\Omega ). Hence, for every k \geq 1, (2.4) has at least one solution y\lambda k \in Y . Let us
prove that \{ y\lambda k\} \infty k=1 is a Cauchy sequence in Y . To this end we select two terms of
the sequence y\lambda k and y
\lambda 
m and subtract the equations satisfied by them. Then we get
\left\{           
\partial (y\lambda k  - y\lambda m)
\partial t





k  - y\lambda m) = K+\lambda [u](y\lambda k  - y\lambda m) in Q,
\partial n(y
\lambda 
k  - y\lambda m) = 0 on \Sigma ,
(y\lambda k  - y\lambda m)(x, 0) = y0k(x) - y0m(x) in \Omega ,
where y\lambda km = y
\lambda 
k + \theta k(y
\lambda 
k  - y\lambda m) and 0 \leq \theta km(x, t) \leq 1 is a measurable function. Now,
multiplying the above equation by y\lambda k  - y\lambda m, using that
\partial R+\lambda 
\partial y (t, y
\lambda 
km) \geq 1 due to our
choice of \lambda (cf. (2.10)), and (2.7), we obtain
1
2
\| (y\lambda k  - y\lambda m)(T )\| L2(\Omega ) +
\int 
Q
| \nabla (y\lambda k  - y\lambda m)| 2 dxdt+
\int 
Q
| y\lambda k  - y\lambda m| 2 dxdt
\leq \varepsilon 
\bigl( 
1 + \| u\| \scrM [0,T ]
\bigr) 
\| y\lambda k  - y\lambda m\| 2L2(Q) +
1
2
\| y0k  - y0m\| 2L2(\Omega )
\leq C\varepsilon 
\bigl( 
1 + \| u\| \scrM [0,T ]
\bigr) 
\| y\lambda k  - y\lambda m\| 2L2(0,T ;H1(\Omega )) +
1
2
\| y0k  - y0m\| 2L2(\Omega ).
For all \varepsilon sufficiently small and \lambda \geq \lambda \varepsilon ,u, this leads to
\| y\lambda k  - y\lambda m\| L2(0,T ;H1(\Omega )) \leq C1\| y0k  - y0m\| L2(\Omega ).
Notice that the left-hand side of the above chain of inequalities absorbs the term
appearing with the factor C\varepsilon 
\bigl( 
1 + \| u\| \scrM [0,T ]
\bigr) 
in the right-hand side, if \varepsilon is small
enough.
Hence \{ y\lambda k\} \infty k=1 is a Cauchy sequence in L2(0, T ;H1(\Omega )). To prove that it is a
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same way as we discussed (2.9). We use (2.7) to get




1 + \| u\| \scrM [0,T ]
\bigr) 
\| y\lambda k  - y\lambda m\| C( \=Q) + \| y0k  - y0m\| C(\=\Omega )
\bigr) 
.
Taking again \varepsilon sufficiently small and \lambda \geq \lambda \varepsilon ,u, we deduce
\| y\lambda k  - y\lambda m\| C( \=Q) \leq C2\| y0k  - y0m\| C(\=\Omega ).
Therefore, \{ y\lambda k  - y\lambda m\} \infty k=1 is a Cauchy sequence in C( \=Q). Consequently, there exists
y\lambda \in Y such that y\lambda k \rightarrow y\lambda in Y . It is easy to see that y\lambda is a solution of (2.4). Now,
we resubstitute yu(x, t) = e
\lambda ty\lambda (x, t) and extend yu to \=Q - by y0 to get that yu is a
solution of (1.1).
II: Uniqueness of the solution. Let y\lambda 1 , y
\lambda 
2 \in Y be two solutions of (2.4), and set
y\lambda = y\lambda 2  - y\lambda 1 . Subtracting the equations satisfied by y\lambda 2 and y\lambda 1 we obtain\left\{           
\partial y\lambda 
\partial t
 - \Delta y\lambda +
\partial R+\lambda 
\partial y
(t, \^y\lambda )y\lambda = K+\lambda [u]y
\lambda in Q,
\partial ny
\lambda = 0 on \Sigma ,
y\lambda (x, 0) = 0 in \Omega ,
where \^y\lambda = y\lambda 1+\theta (y
\lambda 
2 - y\lambda 1 ) is some intermediate state with 0 \leq \theta (x, t) \leq 1. Multiplying
this equation by y\lambda and invoking again (2.10) along with (2.7), we obtain
1
2
\| y\lambda (T )\| 2L2(\Omega ) +
\int 
Q
| \nabla y\lambda | 2 dxdt+
\int 
Q
| y\lambda | 2 dx dt
\leq \varepsilon 
\bigl( 
1 + \| u\| \scrM [0,T ]
\bigr) 
\| y\lambda \| 2L2(Q).
Taking \varepsilon <
\bigl( 
1 + \| u\| \scrM [0,T ]
\bigr)  - 1
, we conclude for \lambda \geq \lambda \varepsilon ,u that y\lambda = 0, since the last
term in the left-hand side absorbs the right-hand side. Obviously the uniqueness of
the solution of (2.4) is equivalent to the uniqueness of solution of (1.1).
III: Estimates. First we recall that yu(x, t) = e
\lambda ty\lambda (x, t) is the solution of (1.1),
once it has been extended to \=Q - by y0. Moreover, the following inequalities hold
\| yu\| L2(0,T ;H1(\Omega )) \leq e\lambda T \| y\lambda \| L2(0,T ;H1(\Omega )) and \| yu\| C( \=Q) \leq e\lambda T \| y\lambda \| C( \=Q).
Therefore it is enough to establish the estimates for y\lambda . To this end, we define this
time R\lambda (t, y) = e
 - \lambda tR(e\lambda ty) + \lambda y with
\lambda \geq \lambda R = 2(1 + \| u\| \scrM [0,T ]) - min\{ 0, CR\} .
Now, we multiply (2.4) by y\lambda and deal with the reaction term as follows:
R\lambda (t, y
\lambda )y\lambda = [R\lambda (t, y




(t, \theta y\lambda )| y\lambda | 2 +R\lambda (t, 0)y\lambda \geq 2(1 + \| u\| \scrM [0,T ])| y\lambda | 2  - | R(0)| | y\lambda | ,
where \theta , 0 < \theta (x, t) < 1, is a measurable function in Q. Then, multiplying (2.4) by y\lambda 
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and QT \prime = \Omega \times (0, T \prime ),
1
2
\| y\lambda (T \prime )\| 2L2(\Omega ) +
\int 
QT \prime 
| \nabla y\lambda | 2 dx dt+ 2(1 + \| u\| \scrM [0,T ])
\int 
QT \prime 





\lambda + g\lambda ,u)y
\lambda dxdt+ | R(0)| 
\int 
QT \prime 
| y\lambda | dxdt+ 1
2
\| y0(\cdot , 0)\| 2L2(\Omega )
\leq \| u\| \scrM [0,T ]
\bigl( 
\| y\lambda \| L2(QT \prime ) + \| y0\| L2(Q - ))\| y
\lambda \| L2(QT \prime )
+ | R(0)| | Q| 12 \| y\lambda \| L2(QT \prime ) +
1
2




+ \| u\| \scrM [0,T ]




| R(0)| 2 + 1
2
\| y\lambda \| 2L2(QT \prime ) +
1
2
\| y0(\cdot , 0)\| 2L2(\Omega )
=
\bigl( 
1 + \| u\| \scrM [0,T ]




| R(0)| 2 + 1
2
\| y0(\cdot , 0)\| 2L2(\Omega ).
The first term of the right-hand side can be absorbed by the left-hand side. In this
way, we get
\| y\lambda \| L2(0,T ;H1(\Omega )) + \| y\lambda \| C([0,T ];L2(\Omega ))
\leq C
\bigl( 
\| u\| \scrM [0,T ]
\bigm\| \bigm\| y0\| L2(Q - ) + | R(0)| + \| y0(\cdot , 0)\| L2(\Omega )\bigr) .(2.13)
To prove (2.3) we use the second inequality of (2.5), (2.6), and the results of [21,
section III-7] applied to (2.4) to obtain
\| y\lambda \| C( \=Q) \leq C
\Bigl( 
\| K+\lambda [u]y




\| u\| \scrM [0,T ]\| y\lambda \| C([0,T ],L2(\Omega )) + \| u\| \scrM [0,T ]\| y0\| C(Q - ) + \| y0(\cdot , 0)\| C(\=\Omega ) + | R(0)| 
\Bigr) 
.
Finally, from the equation satisfied by y\lambda , the above estimates and the identity
y(x, t) = e\lambda ty\lambda (x, t) we conclude (2.2) and (2.3).
Let us prove some extra regularity of the solution of (1.1).
Theorem 2.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2, if y0(\cdot , 0) \in H1(\Omega ), then
yu \in H1(Q) and
(2.14) \| yu\| H1(Q) \leq C1,1
\bigl( 
\| y0\| L2(Q - )\| u\| \scrM [0,T ] + \| y0(\cdot , 0)\| H1(\Omega ) + | R(0)| 
\bigr) 
.
In addition, if either \Omega is convex or \Gamma is of class C1,1, then yu \in H2,1(Q) and
(2.15) \| yu\| H2,1(Q) \leq C2,1
\bigl( 
\| y0\| L2(Q - )\| u\| \scrM [0,T ] + \| y0(\cdot , 0)\| H1(\Omega ) + | R(0)| 
\bigr) 
.
The constants C1,1 and C2,1 depend on \| u\| \scrM [0,T ], but they can be kept fixed on
bounded subsets of \scrM [0, T ].
Proof. For the first part of the theorem we only have to prove that \partial y\partial t belongs
to L2(Q) and to confirm the associated estimate. This is a simple consequence of a
result that is known for linear parabolic equations; see, for instance, [31, section III.2].
Indeed, it is enough to write the equation in the form
\partial y
\partial t
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Thanks to [31, section III.2], the H1(Q)-norm of yu can be estimated against the
L2(Q)-norm of the right-hand side and, additionally, yu \in L2(0, T ;D(\Delta )) holds.
Therefore, if \Omega is convex or \Gamma is of class C1,1, then D(\Delta ) = H2(\Omega ) and the esti-
mate (2.15) follows; see [14, Chapters 2 and 3].
The next step of our analysis is the investigation of the differentiability properties
of the control-to-state mapping G : \scrM [0, T ]  - \rightarrow Y that associates with u \in \scrM [0, T ]
the solution yu of (1.1), G(u) = yu.
Theorem 2.6. The mapping G is of class C1. For every u, v \in \scrM [0, T ], we have
that zv = G
\prime (u)v is the solution of the problem
(2.16)
\left\{         
\partial z
\partial t
 - \Delta z +R\prime (yu)z = K[u]z +K[v]yu + gv in Q,
\partial nz = 0 on \Sigma ,
z(x, 0) = 0 in \Omega .
Proof. We define the space
\scrY =
\Bigl\{ 
y \in Y : \partial y
\partial t
 - \Delta y \in L\infty (Q)
\Bigr\} 
,
endowed with the norm
\| y\| \scrY = \| y\| Y +
\bigm\| \bigm\| \bigm\| \bigm\| \partial y\partial t  - \Delta y
\bigm\| \bigm\| \bigm\| \bigm\| 
L\infty (Q)
;
\scrY is a Banach space. Now we consider the mapping
\scrF : \scrY \times \scrM [0, T ]  - \rightarrow L\infty (Q)\times C(\=\Omega ),




 - \Delta y +R(y) - K[u]y  - gu, y(\cdot , 0) - y0(\cdot , 0)
\biggr) 
.






 - \Delta z +R\prime (y)z  - K[u]z, z(\cdot , 0)
\Bigr) 
.
Let us confirm that \partial \scrF \partial y (y, u) : \scrY  - \rightarrow L
\infty (Q)\times C(\=\Omega ) is an isomorphism. Indeed, since
obviously \partial \scrF \partial y (y, u) is a linear and continuous mapping, we only need to prove that,
for every pair (f, z0) \in L\infty (Q) \times C(\=\Omega ), there exists a unique solution z \in \scrY of the
problem \left\{         
\partial z
\partial t
 - \Delta z +R\prime (y)z = K[u]z + f in Q,
\partial nz = 0 on \Sigma ,
z(x, 0) = z0 in \Omega .
The existence and uniqueness of a solution z in Y is proved in the same way as for
the problem (1.1). Moreover, from the partial differential equation and the fact that
z \in C( \=Q), the inclusion \partial z\partial t  - \Delta z \in L
\infty (Q) follows and, consequently, z \in \scrY holds.
Hence, an application of the implicit function theorem implies that G is of class C1.
Equation (2.16) follows easily by differentiating the identity \scrF (G(u), u) = 0 with
respect to u.
Remark 2.7. Let us mention that zv = G
\prime (u)v \in H1(Q) holds for every v \in 
\scrM [0, T ]. This follows from (2.16) arguing similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2.5
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3. The control problem. Now we have all the prerequisites to study our opti-
mal control problem, namely,
(P) min






| yu  - yd| 2 dxdt+ \nu \| u\| \scrM [0,T ],
where yd \in L\=p(Q) for some \=p > 1 + n2 and \nu > 0 are given.
Theorem 3.1. Problem (P) has at least one solution \=u.
Before proving this theorem we state the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Assume that uk
\ast 
\rightharpoonup \=u in \scrM [0, T ] for k \rightarrow \infty and let yk and \=y be the
states associated with uk and \=u, respectively; then yk \rightarrow \=y in Y .
Proof. Since uk
\ast 
\rightharpoonup \=u in \scrM [0, T ] as k \rightarrow \infty , we know that there exists a constant
M > 0 such that \| uk\| \scrM [0,T ] \leq M \forall k \geq 1. Hence, \| \=u\| \scrM [0,T ] \leq M holds as well.
Set y\lambda k (x, t) = e
 - \lambda tyk(x, t) and \=y
\lambda (x, t) = e - \lambda t\=y(x, t). Then y\lambda k and \=y
\lambda satisfy (2.4)




k  - \=y\lambda . Then,
subtracting these two equations and taking again R\lambda (t, y) = e
 - \lambda tR(e\lambda ty) + \lambda y with
\lambda \geq 2(M + 1) - min\{ 0, CR\} , we get
(3.1)\left\{         
\partial w\lambda k
\partial t
 - \Delta w\lambda k +
\partial R\lambda 
\partial y
(t, \^y\lambda k )w
\lambda 
k = K\lambda [uk]y
\lambda 
k  - K\lambda [\=u]\=y\lambda + g\lambda ,uk  - g\lambda ,\=u in Q,
\partial nw
\lambda 
k = 0 on \Sigma ,
w\lambda k (x, 0) = 0 in \Omega .
with intermediate states \^y\lambda k .


























k +K\lambda [uk  - \=u]\=y\lambda + g\lambda ,uk - \=u
\bigr] 
w\lambda k dxdt
\leq \| uk\| \scrM [0,T ]\| w\lambda k\| 2L2(QT \prime ) + \| K\lambda [uk  - \=u]\=y
\lambda + g\lambda ,uk - \=u\| L2(Q)\| w\lambda k\| L2(QT \prime )
\leq (M + 1)\| w\lambda k\| 2L2(QT \prime ) +
1
2
\| K\lambda [uk  - \=u]\=y\lambda + g\lambda ,uk - \=u\| 2L2(Q).
The first term of the right-hand side can be absorbed by the left-hand side and
we infer
(3.2) \| w\lambda k\| L2(0,T ;H1(\Omega )) + \| w\lambda k\| C([0,T ],L2(\Omega )) \leq C
\bigl( 
\| K\lambda [uk  - \=u]\=y\lambda + g\lambda ,uk - \=u\| L2(Q)
\bigr) 
.
Let us prove that the right-hand side of the inequality converges to zero. From the
convergence uk
\ast 
\rightharpoonup \=u in \scrM [0, T ] and by the continuity of \=y we get for k \rightarrow \infty 
(K\lambda [uk  - \=u]\=y\lambda + g\lambda ,uk - \=u)(x, t) =
\int T
0
e - \lambda s\=y\lambda (x, t - s) d(uk  - \=u)(s) \rightarrow 0 \forall (x, t) \in Q,
i.e., pointwise convergence. Moreover, from (2.5) and (2.6) we have
\| K\lambda [uk  - \=u]\=y\lambda + g\lambda ,uk - \=u\| L\infty (Q) \leq 
\bigl( 
\| \=y\lambda \| C( \=Q) + \| y0\| C( \=Q - )
\bigr) 
\| uk  - \=u\| \scrM [0,T ]
\leq 2M
\bigl( 
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From the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we conclude that K\lambda [uk - \=u]\=y\lambda +
g\lambda ,uk - \=u \rightarrow 0 in Lp(Q) for every p <\infty . Therefore, we infer from (3.2) the convergence
w\lambda k \rightarrow 0 in L2(0, T ;H1(\Omega ))\cap C([0, T ], L2(\Omega )) and, hence, y\lambda k \rightarrow \=y\lambda in L2(0, T ;H1(\Omega ))\cap 
C([0, T ], L2(\Omega )).
Let us show show the uniform convergence. From (3.1), using the estimates of
[21, section III-8] and (2.5), we infer for p > 1 + n2
\| w\lambda k\| C( \=Q) \leq C1\| K\lambda [uk]w\lambda k\| L\infty ((0,T ),L2(\Omega )) + C2\| K\lambda [uk  - \=u]\=y\lambda + g\lambda ,uk - \=u\| Lp(\Omega ))
\leq C1M\| w\lambda k\| C([0,T ],L2(\Omega )) + C2\| K\lambda [uk  - \=u]\=y\lambda + g\lambda ,uk - \=u\| Lp(Q)) \rightarrow 0 as k \rightarrow \infty .
We have proved that y\lambda k \rightarrow \=y\lambda in Y . Transforming y\lambda k and \=y\lambda back to yk and \=y, this
leads to \| yk  - \=y\| Y \rightarrow 0.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let \{ uk\} \infty k=1 \subset \scrM [0, T ] be a minimizing sequence of (P).
Since
\nu \| uk\| \scrM [0,T ] \leq J(uk) \leq J(0) < +\infty ,
we deduce that \{ uk\} \infty k=1 is bounded in \scrM [0, T ]. Hence, we can extract a subsequence,
denoted in the same way, such that uk
\ast 
\rightharpoonup \=u in \scrM [0, T ]. Denote by yk and \=y the states
associated with uk and \=u, respectively. From Lemma 3.2 we know that yk \rightarrow \=y in
L2(Q). This convergence implies that J(\=u) \leq lim infk\rightarrow \infty J(uk) = inf (P) and, hence,
\=u is a solution of (P).
Next we derive the first order optimality conditions that have to be satisfied by
any local solution of the problem (P). We distinguish between two different types of
local solutions. To this end, we recall that \scrM [0, T ] \subset H1(0, T )\ast , the embedding being
continuous and compact. Notice that H1(0, T ) is compactly embedded in C[0, T ] and
then by transposition we deduce the compactness of \scrM [0, T ] \subset H1(0, T )\ast .
Definition 3.3. A control \=u is called a local solution or local minimum of (P) if
there exists a ball B\varepsilon (\=u) \subset \scrM [0, T ] such that J(\=u) \leq J(u) \forall u \in B\varepsilon (\=u).






| yu  - yd| 2 dxdt and j(u) = \| u\| \scrM [0,T ].
Theorem 3.4. The functional F : \scrM [0, T ]  - \rightarrow \BbbR is of class C1. Its derivative is
given by
(3.3) F \prime (u)v =
\int 
Q
\varphi u(K[v]yu + gv) dx dt \forall u, v \in \scrM [0, T ],
where \varphi u \in H1(Q) \cap C( \=Q) is the solution of the adjoint state equation
(3.4)
\left\{         
 - \partial \varphi 
\partial t
 - \Delta \varphi +R\prime (yu)\varphi = K\ast [u]\varphi + yu  - yd in Q,
\partial n\varphi = 0 on \Sigma ,
\varphi (x, T ) = 0 in \Omega ,
and the operator K\ast is defined by
(3.5) (K\ast [u]w)(x, t) =
\int 
[0,T - t)
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Before proving this theorem we analyze the adjoint state equation (3.4).
Proposition 3.5. For all u \in \scrM [0, T ], there exists a unique solution \varphi \in H1(Q)\cap 
C( \=Q) of (3.4) and it holds
\| \varphi \| H1(Q) \leq M1,1\| yu  - yd\| L2(Q),(3.6)
\| \varphi \| C( \=Q) \leq M\infty \| yu  - yd\| L\=p(Q),(3.7)
where \=p is the order of integrability of yd introduced in (P). Moreover, if either \Gamma is
of class C1,1 or \Omega is convex, then \varphi \in H2,1(Q) and
(3.8) \| \varphi \| H2,1(Q) \leq M2,1\| yu  - yd\| L2(Q).
The constants M1,1, M\infty , and M2,1 depend on u, but they can be taken fixed on
bounded subsets of \scrM [0, T ].
Proof. Given \lambda > 0, we set \psi \lambda (x, t) = e - \lambda t\varphi (x, T  - t) in Q. Then we have
(K\lambda [u]\psi 
\lambda )(x, t) = (e - \lambda tK\ast [u]\varphi )(x, T  - t), and (3.4) is transformed to the forward
equation
(3.9)
\left\{         
\partial \psi \lambda 
\partial t
 - \Delta \psi \lambda +R\prime (\^yu)\psi \lambda + \lambda \psi \lambda = K\lambda [u]\psi + f in Q,
\partial n\psi 
\lambda = 0 on \Sigma ,
\psi \lambda (x, 0) = 0 in \Omega ,
where \^yu(x, t) = yu(x, T  - t) and f(x, t) = (yu  - yd)(x, T  - t). Now, we can argue as
in Theorems 2.2 and 2.5 to get the existence, uniqueness, and regularity. The only
difference is that f \in L\=p(Q) with \=p > 1 + n2 , which is enough to deduce the H\"older
regularity of the solution of (3.9); see [21, section III-10].
Let us observe that, in some sense, the operator K\ast [u] is the adjoint of K[u] with
respect to the L2(Q) scalar product. Indeed, given w, z \in C( \=Q), applying Fubini's
theorem, and making the change of variables \tau = t+ s we get\int 
Q













\Biggl( \int T - s
0




















z(x, \tau  - s) du(s)
\Biggr) 




(K[u]z)(x, \tau )w(x, \tau ) dx d\tau .(3.10)
Therefore, K\ast [u] is the transposition of K[u] with respect to the scalar product of
L2(Q), but restricted to the space C( \=Q).
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let us set zv = G
\prime (u)v. Thanks to Remark 2.7 and
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zv and perform an integration by parts. Using (3.10), (2.16), and the fact that
\varphi u(x, T ) = zv(x, 0) = 0 in \Omega , we get
F \prime (u)v =
\int 
Q





 - \partial \varphi u
\partial t




















We continue by studying the function j : \scrM [0, T ]  - \rightarrow \BbbR . Since j is Lipschitz and
convex, we know that it has a nonempty subdifferential at every point u \in \scrM [0, T ].
As usual, it will be denoted by \partial j(u). Let us prove an interesting property of \partial j(u)
for the sparsity analysis of (P); see [9] and [10] for similar results.
Proposition 3.6. If \lambda \in \partial j(\=u) with \=u \not = 0 and \lambda \in C[0, T ], then the following
properties hold:
\| \lambda \| C[0,T ] = 1,(3.11)
supp(\=u+) \subset \{ t \in [0, T ] : \lambda (t) = +1\} ,
supp(\=u - ) \subset \{ t \in [0, T ] : \lambda (t) =  - 1\} ,(3.12)
where \=u = \=u+  - \=u - is the Jordan decomposition of the measure \=u.
Proof. By definition of the subdifferential, we have
(3.13) \langle u - \=u, \lambda \rangle \scrM [0,T ],C[0,T ] + j(\=u) \leq j(u) \forall u \in \scrM [0, T ].
Taking u = 0 and u = 2\=u, respectively, in (3.13) we deduce that \langle \=u, \lambda \rangle \scrM [0,T ],C[0,T ] =
j(\=u). Hence (3.13) implies that
\langle u, \lambda \rangle \scrM [0,T ],C[0,T ] \leq j(u) = \| u\| \scrM [0,T ] \forall u \in \scrM [0, T ].
Now, for every s \in [0, T ] we take u = \pm \delta s in the above inequality. This leads to
(3.14) | \lambda (s)| \leq 1 \forall s \in [0, T ].
By the established properties, we find
\| \=u\| \scrM [0,T ] = j(\=u) =
\int T
0
\lambda (s) d\=u(s) \leq 
\int T
0
| \lambda (s)| d| \=u| (s) \leq 
\int T
0
d| \=u| (s) = \| \=u\| \scrM [0,T ];
therefore,\int T
0
[1 - | \lambda (s)| ] d| \=u| (s) = 0 and
\int T
0
\lambda (s) d\=u(s) =
\int T
0
| \lambda (s)| d| \=u| (s).





(1 - \lambda (s)) d\=u+(s) +
\int T
0




d| \=u| (s) - 
\int T
0
\lambda (s) d\=u(s) =
\int T
0
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Hence, we get \int T
0
(1 - \lambda (s)) d\=u+(s) =
\int T
0
(1 + \lambda (s)) d\=u - (s) = 0,
which proves (3.12).
Theorem 3.7. Let \=u be a local solution of (P). Then there exist \=y \in Y \cap 
C( \=Q \cup \=Q - ), \=\varphi \in H1(Q) \cap C( \=Q), and \=\lambda \in C[0, T ] \cap \partial j(\=u) such that\left\{         
\partial \=y
\partial t
 - \Delta \=y +R(\=y) = K[\=u]\=y + g\=u in Q,
\partial n\=y = 0 on \Sigma ,
\=y(x, t) = y0(x, t) in Q - ,
(3.15)
\left\{         
 - \partial \=\varphi 
\partial t
 - \Delta \=\varphi +R\prime (\=y) \=\varphi = K\ast [\=u] \=\varphi + \=y  - yd in Q,
\partial n \=\varphi = 0 on \Sigma ,
\=\varphi (x, T ) = 0 in \Omega ,
(3.16)
\=\lambda (s) =  - 1
\nu 




\=y(x, t) \=\varphi (x, t+ s) dxdt \forall s \in [0, T ].(3.17)
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of solutions to (3.15) and (3.16) have already
been discussed in Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 3.5. Now, we define \=\lambda by (3.17). The
continuity of \=y and \=\varphi implies that \=\lambda \in C[0, T ]. It remains to prove that \=\lambda \in \partial j(\=u).
To this end, we use that \=u is a local minimizer of (P). Hence, for any u \in \scrM [0, T ],
we get from the convexity of j and (3.3) that
0 \leq lim
\rho \searrow 0
J(\=u+ \rho (u - \=u)) - J(\=u)
\rho 




\=\varphi (K[u - \=u]\=y + gu - \=u) dx dt+ \nu j(u) - \nu j(\=u).(3.18)
The last integral can be expressed in terms of \=\lambda and u - \=u as follows:\int 
Q

























\int T - s
 - s
\=y(x, \tau ) \=\varphi (x, \tau + s) d\tau dxd(u - \=u)(s)
=  - \nu 
\int T
0
\=\lambda (s) d(u - \=u)(s).
Combining this with (3.18), we find\int T
0
\=\lambda (s) d(u - \=u)(s) + j(\=u) \leq j(u) \forall u \in \scrM [0, T ].
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From Proposition 3.6 and Theorem 3.7 we deduce the following sparsity structure
of the optimal control \=u.
Corollary 3.8. Let \=u be a local minimum of (P) and let \=y, \=\varphi , and \=\lambda satisfy the
optimality system (3.15)--(3.17), then if \=u \not \equiv 0
\| \=\lambda \| C[0,T ] = 1,(3.19)
supp(\=u+) \subset \{ t \in [0, T ] : \=\lambda (t) = +1\} ,
supp(\=u - ) \subset \{ t \in [0, T ] : \=\lambda (t) =  - 1\} ,(3.20)
where \=u = \=u+  - \=u - is the Jordan decomposition of the measure \=u.
Proposition 3.9. There exists \=\nu > 0 such that 0 is the only solution of (P) for
every \nu \geq \=\nu .
Proof. Let \=u be a solution of (P). From the inequality J(\=u) \leq J(0) we deduce
that
(3.21) \| \=y\| L2(Q) \leq C1 <\infty and \| \=u\| \scrM [0,T ] \leq 
C2
\nu 
for some constants independent of \nu . Arguing similarly as in the proof of inequality
(2.13), we get from (3.16) that
(3.22) \| \=\varphi \| C([0,T ],L2(\Omega )) \leq C3\| \=y  - yd\| L2(Q) \leq C4.
According to (3.21), C3 and C4 are independent of \nu \geq 1. Now, from (3.17), (3.21),
and (3.22) we get









\| \=y(t)\| L2(\Omega ) dt
\Bigr) 






\| y0(t)\| L2(\Omega ) dt+
\int T
0
\| \=y(t)\| L2(\Omega ) dt
\Bigr) 






\| y0\| L2(Q - ) + \| \=y\| L2(Q)
\bigr) 





\| y0\| L2(Q - ) + C1
\bigr) 
C4.










we infer that | \=\lambda (s)| < 1 \forall s \in [0, T ].
Then, (3.20) implies that \=u \equiv 0.
To finish this section, we prove the following result concerning the dependence
of the measure norm of the (globally) optimal controls with respect to the sparsity
parameter \nu > 0.
Proposition 3.10. Let \{ \nu k\} be a sequence of positive real numbers such that
\nu k \rightarrow \nu > 0 and let, for each k, uk be a solution of
min






| yu  - yd| 2 dx dt+ \nu k\| u\| \scrM [0,T ],
where yu \in Y is the solution of (1.1). Then, the sequence \{ uk\} is bounded in \scrM [0, T ]
and for every subsequence that converges weakly* to some \=u in \scrM [0, T ], we have that
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Proof. Let \~u be a global solution of (P). Notice that \nu k\| uk\| \scrM [0,T ] \leq Jk(uk) \leq 
Jk(0) = J(0). Since \nu k is convergent to \nu > 0, we have that \{ uk\} is a bounded
sequence in \scrM [0, T ]. Hence, we can extract a subsequence, denoted in the same way,
such that uk
\ast 
\rightharpoonup \=u in \scrM [0, T ]. From Lemma 3.2, we have that yuk \rightarrow y\=u in Y . This
convergence and the optimality of every uk lead to
J(\=u) \leq lim inf
k\rightarrow \infty 
Jk(uk) \leq lim sup
k\rightarrow \infty 
Jk(uk) \leq lim sup
k\rightarrow \infty 
Jk(\~u) = J(\~u) = inf (P).
Therefore \=u is a solution of (P) and Jk(uk) \rightarrow J(\=u). Finally, the last convergence,
yuk \rightarrow y\=u in Y , and \nu k \rightarrow \nu imply \| uk\| \scrM [0,T ] \rightarrow \| \=u\| \scrM [0,T ].
4. Discretization of the control space. In this section, we first consider the
approximation of \scrM [0, T ] by finite dimensional subspaces \scrU \tau . Then, associated with
each space \scrU \tau we define a new problem (P\tau ) and analyze the convergence of the
solutions of (P\tau ) to solutions of (P). We do not discuss a convergence analysis of the
discretization of the state and adjoint state equation, since this is beyond the scope
of the paper.
Let us consider a grid of points 0 = t0 < t1 < \cdot \cdot \cdot < tN\tau = T . We set \tau k = tk - tk - 1
for 1 \leq k \leq N\tau and \tau = max1\leq k\leq N\tau \tau k. We also set Ik = (tk - 1, tk] for 1 \leq k \leq N\tau ,






uk\delta tk : (uk)
N\tau 




where \delta tk denotes the Dirac measure centered at tk. Thus, \scrU \tau has dimension N\tau + 1
and \scrU \tau is a vector subspace of \scrM [0, T ]. Now, we introduce the linear mapping




The following proposition states some properties of this mapping.
Proposition 4.1. The following statements hold:
1. \| \Lambda \tau u\| \scrM [0,T ] \leq \| u\| \scrM [0,T ] \forall u \in \scrM [0, T ].
2. \Lambda \tau u
\ast 
\rightharpoonup u in \scrM [0, T ] \forall u \in \scrM [0, T ].
3. lim\tau \rightarrow 0 \| \Lambda \tau u\| \scrM [0,T ] = \| u\| \scrM [0,T ] \forall u \in \scrM [0, T ].
Remark 4.2. Since \scrM [0, T ] is a nonseparable Banach space, it cannot be approx-
imated in the norm by means of finite dimensional spaces. In this sense, statements
2 and 3 in Proposition 4.1 mean that \scrU \tau is a good approximation of \scrM [0, T ]. For a
different approach in the definition of \Lambda \tau , see [8, Theorem 3.1].
Proof of Proposition 4.1. 1. It is obtained as follows:
\| \Lambda \tau u\| \scrM [0,T ] =
N\tau \sum 
k=0
| u(Ik)| \leq 
N\tau \sum 
k=0
| u| (Ik) = | u| ([0, T ]) = \| u\| \scrM [0,T ].
2. Let us take y \in C[0, T ]. Given an arbitrary \varepsilon > 0, the continuity of y implies
that there exists \tau \varepsilon > 0 such that
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Then for every \tau < \tau \varepsilon we have
| \langle u - \Lambda \tau u, y\rangle | =
\bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \int T
0








[y(s) - y(tk)] du(s)






| y(s) - y(tk)| d| u| (s) \leq \varepsilon \| u\| \scrM [0,T ].
Since y is an arbitrary element of C[0, T ], this proves that \Lambda \tau u
\ast 
\rightharpoonup u in \scrM [0, T ].
3. Combining 2 and 1 we get
\| u\| \scrM [0,T ] \leq lim inf
\tau \rightarrow 0
\| \Lambda \tau u\| \scrM [0,T ] \leq lim sup
\tau \rightarrow 0
\| \Lambda \tau u\| \scrM [0,T ] \leq \| u\| \scrM [0,T ],
which concludes the proof.
Now, for every \tau > 0 we consider the control problem with discretized controls
(P\tau ) min










From Lemma 3.2 we deduce the continuity of the functional J : \scrU \tau  - \rightarrow \BbbR . Therefore,
taking into account that \scrU \tau is a finite dimensional vector space and J is coercive on
\scrU \tau , we deduce the existence of at least one global solution \=u\tau of (P\tau ). Let us study
the sparse structure of the solutions \=u\tau of (P\tau ). We denote by j\tau : \scrU \tau  - \rightarrow \BbbR the
restriction of j to \scrU \tau :




We identify the dual of \scrU \tau with \BbbR N\tau +1 as follows:
\forall \lambda \tau = (\lambda k)N\tau k=0 \in \BbbR 
N\tau +1 and \forall u\tau =
N\tau \sum 
k=0




Then Proposition 3.6 is reformulated as follows.
Proposition 4.3. With the above notation, we have \lambda \tau \in \partial j\tau (\=u\tau ) if and only if
the following identity holds:
(4.2) \lambda k
\left\{   = +1 if \=uk > 0,=  - 1 if \=uk < 0,\in [ - 1,+1] if \=uk = 0. 0 \leq k \leq N\tau ,




\lambda k(uk  - \=uk) +
N\tau \sum 
k=0
| \=uk| \leq 
N\tau \sum 
k=0
| uk| \forall u\tau \in \scrU \tau .
The above relation is equivalent to
\lambda k(uk  - \=uk) + | \=uk| \leq | uk| \forall 0 \leq k \leq N\tau and \forall u\tau \in \scrU \tau .
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Using this proposition, the following theorem can be proved like Theorem 3.7.
Theorem 4.4. Let \=u\tau be a local solution of (P\tau ). Then there exist \=y\tau \in Y \cap 
C( \=Q \cup \=Q - ), \=\varphi \tau \in H1(Q) \cap C( \=Q), and \=\lambda \tau \in \partial j\tau (\=u\tau ) such that\left\{         
\partial \=y\tau 
\partial t
 - \Delta \=y\tau +R(\=y\tau ) = K[\=u\tau ]\=y\tau + g\=u\tau in Q,
\partial n\=y\tau = 0 on \Sigma ,
\=y\tau (x, t) = y0(x, t) in Q - ,
(4.3)
\left\{         
 - \partial \=\varphi \tau 
\partial t
 - \Delta \=\varphi \tau +R\prime (\=y\tau ) \=\varphi \tau = K\ast [\=u\tau ] \=\varphi \tau + \=y\tau  - yd in Q,
\partial n \=\varphi \tau = 0 on \Sigma ,
\=\varphi \tau (\cdot , T ) = 0 in \Omega ,
(4.4)
\=\lambda k =  - 
1
\nu 




\=y\tau (x, t) \=\varphi \tau (x, t+ tk) dxdt \forall 0 \leq k \leq N\tau .(4.5)
Combining Proposition 4.3 and (4.5) we deduce the following corollary.
Corollary 4.5. Let \=u\tau be a local minimum of (P\tau ) with \=u\tau \not \equiv 0 and let \=y\tau , \=\varphi \tau ,
and \=\lambda \tau satisfy (4.3)--(4.5), then
max
0\leq k\leq N\tau 
| \=\lambda k| = 1,(4.6) \biggl\{ 
\=uk > 0 \Rightarrow \=\lambda k = +1,
\=uk < 0 \Rightarrow \=\lambda k =  - 1.
(4.7)
Finally, we analyze the convergence of the above discretization.
Theorem 4.6. Let \{ \=u\tau \} \tau \searrow 0 be a sequence of discrete controls such that every
control \=u\tau is a solution of (P\tau ). This sequence is bounded in \scrM [0, T ]. Any weak\ast 
limit point of a subsequence is a solution of (P), and J(\=u\tau ) \rightarrow inf (P) as \tau \searrow 0. In
addition, if \tau j \rightarrow 0 and u\tau j
\ast 
\rightharpoonup \=u in \scrM [0, T ], then limj\rightarrow \infty \| \=u\tau j\| \scrM [0,T ] = \| \=u\| \scrM [0,T ]
and limj\rightarrow \infty \| \=y\tau j  - \=y\| Y = 0, where \=y\tau j and \=y denote the states associated with \=u\tau j
and \=u, respectively.
Proof. The boundedness in \scrM [0, T ] is an immediate consequence of the inequal-
ities J(\=u\tau ) \leq J(0) \forall \tau . Assume that u\tau j
\ast 
\rightharpoonup \=u in \scrM [0, T ] as j \rightarrow \infty . From Lemma 3.2
we have \=y\tau j \rightarrow \=y in Y . Let \~u be a solution of (P). Then, we get, with Proposition 4.1
and Lemma 3.2,
J(\=u) \leq lim inf
j\rightarrow \infty 
J(\=u\tau j ) \leq lim sup
j\rightarrow \infty 
J(\=u\tau j ) \leq lim sup
j\rightarrow \infty 
J(\Lambda \tau j \~u) = J(\~u) = inf (P).
From these inequalities we deduce that \=u is a solution of (P). Consequently, we have
that J(\=u) = J(\~u). Then, using again the above inequalities we get that J(\=u\tau j ) \rightarrow 
J(\=u). This convergence along with y\=u\tau j \rightarrow \=y in L
2(Q) implies that \| \=u\tau j\| \scrM [0,T ] \rightarrow 
\| \=u\| \scrM [0,T ].
5. Numerical examples. Next we present some test examples to illustrate our
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c > 0, we consider the problem
(Pc\tau ) min







The first order optimality conditions for (Pc\tau ) read as follows.
Theorem 5.1. Let uc\tau be a local solution of (P
c
\tau ). Then there exist y
c
\tau \in Y \cap 
C( \=Q \cup \=Q - ), \varphi c\tau \in H1(Q) \cap C( \=Q), and \lambda c\tau \in \partial j\tau (uc\tau ) such that\left\{         
\partial yc\tau 
\partial t
 - \Delta yc\tau +R(yc\tau ) = K[uc\tau ]yc\tau + guc\tau in Q,
\partial ny
c
\tau = 0 on \Sigma ,
yc\tau (x, t) = y0(x, t) in Q - ,
(5.1)
\left\{         




 - \Delta \varphi c\tau +R\prime (yc\tau )\varphi c\tau = K\ast [uc\tau ]\varphi c\tau + yc\tau  - yd in Q,
\partial n\varphi 
c
\tau = 0 on \Sigma ,
\varphi c\tau (\cdot , T ) = 0 in \Omega ,
(5.2)
 - \nu \lambda ck =




yc\tau (x, t)\varphi 
c
\tau (x, t+ tk) dxdt+
1
c
uck \forall 0 \leq k \leq N\tau .(5.3)
Taking into account Proposition 4.3, the condition on the subgradient \lambda c\tau \in 
\partial j\tau (u
c
\tau ) can be written as
(5.4) uck = max\{ 0, uck + C(\lambda ck  - 1)\} +min\{ 0, uk + C(\lambda ck + 1)\} \forall C > 0.
We solve the system (5.1)--(5.4) with a semismooth Newton method. To that aim, we
consider the function G : \BbbR 2N\tau +2 \rightarrow \BbbR 2N\tau +2:
G(u, \lambda ) =
\left(         
\Biggl( 
\nu \lambda k +










uk  - max\{ 0, uk  - C(\lambda k  - 1)\}  - min\{ 0, uk + C(\lambda k + 1)\} 
\Biggr) N\tau 
k=0
\right)         
,
where u = (uk)
N\tau 
k=0, \lambda = (\lambda k)
N\tau 
k=0, and we denote yu\tau and \varphi u\tau the state and ad-
joint state, respectively, associated with the control u\tau =
\sum N\tau 
k=0 uk\delta tk . Since this is
a finite dimensional optimization problem, the max(0, \cdot ) and min(0, \cdot ) functions are
semismooth---see, e.g., [16, Lemma 3.1]---and the method converges locally super-
linearly to a critical point (uc\tau , \lambda 
c
\tau ) such that (yuc\tau , \varphi uc\tau , u
c
\tau , \lambda 
c
\tau ) is a solution of the
optimality system (5.1)--(5.4), provided that the slant derivative of G has a uniformly
bounded inverse in a neighborhood of (uc\tau , \lambda 
c
\tau ); cf. [16, Theorem 1.1]. In practice, this
means that we can solve the linear system arising at each iteration.
Let us comment on the practical details. To solve the delay linear parabolic
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uous piecewise linear finite elements in space and a piecewise constant discontinuous
Galerkin method in time, i.e., a dG(0)cG(1) discretization. The problem is solved
first for some small value c = c0 > 0 with initial guess u \equiv 0. Given the solution
for some value c = cn, n \geq 0, it is taken as the initial guess to solve the optimality
system for c = cn+1 > cn. The process stops when \| ucn+1\tau  - ucn\tau \| \scrM [0,T ] < \epsilon for some
prescribed tolerance \epsilon > 0. We choose C = c\nu at every iteration. The linear system
arising at each iteration is reduced to a linear system for the active part of the control
variable that is solved using GMRES.
In all our examples, the reaction term is of the form
R(y) = \rho (y  - y1)(y  - y2)(y  - y3).
This cubic polynomial is characteristic for certain bistable reactions and is often con-
sidered in the literature. For instance, it appears in the FitzHugh--Nagumo or Schl\"ogl
model of mathematical physics.
Example 5.1 (example with known critical point). To test the discretization and
the optimization algorithm, we first construct an example with a known solution of
the optimality system given in Theorem 3.7.
Consider \Omega = (0, 1) \subset \BbbR , T = 1, \rho = 1/3,  - y1 = y3 =
\surd 
3, y2 = 0. Define
\=u = u\ast \delta t\ast ,
where t\ast = 0.5 and u\ast =  - 7.7. With this control, we compute (an approximation of)





For this example, we use a discretization of 257 evenly spaced nodes both in space
and time to solve the parabolic partial differential equations.
Next we define







if 0 \leq t \leq T,
0 if T \leq t.
This function satisfies the boundary and final conditions of the adjoint state equation.
Moreover, we define
yd(x, t) = \partial t \=\varphi (x, t) - R\prime (\=y) \=\varphi + \=y +
\int T
0
\=\varphi (x, t+ s)d\=u(s).
Taking into account that  - \Delta \=\varphi = 0, we have that \=\varphi satisfies the adjoint state equation;
see Figure 5.1 for a picture of the computed target.
Finally, we compute \Lambda (s), an approximation at the time nodes of \nu \=\lambda (s):





\=y(x, t - s) \=\varphi (x, t) dxdt.
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Fig. 5.1. Target (left) and \nu \=\lambda (t) for Example 5.1.
Table 5.1
Results of Example 5.1 with known solution.
\tau \=u\tau \| \=y  - \=y\tau \| Y \| \=u\tau \| \scrM [0,T ] F (\=u\tau ) \nu j(\=u\tau )
3 - 2  - 3.33\delta 
t - \tau 
 - 4.50\delta 
t+\tau 
3.15e - 5 7.831 9.132e - 5 2.661e - 3
3 - 3  - 3.30\delta 
t - \tau 
 - 4.43\delta 
t+\tau 
9.40e - 7 7.730 9.107e - 5 2.627e - 3
3 - 4  - 2.55\delta 
t - \tau 
 - 5.17\delta 
t+\tau 
2.87e - 8 7.720 9.067e - 5 2.623e - 3
3 - 5  - 0.11\delta 
t - \tau 
 - 7.61\delta 
t+\tau 
9.72e - 9 7.719 9.066e - 5 2.623e - 3
exact  - 7.7\delta t\ast 0 7.7 9.067e - 5 2.617e - 3
in [0, 1], has a minimum at t\ast such that \Lambda (t\ast ) \approx  - 3.39817 \times 10 - 4, and | \Lambda (s)| <
3.39817\times 10 - 4 for all s \not = t\ast ; see Figure 5.1, right. We should mention that the point
t\ast = 0.5 is a node of the grid underlying the piecewise linear approximation \Lambda .
If we define \nu = 3.39817 \times 10 - 4, and \=\lambda (s) = \Lambda (s)/\nu , we have that | \=\lambda (s)| < 1 for
all s \not = t\ast and \=\lambda (t\ast ) =  - 1 and, therefore, (the approximation of) (\=u, \=y, \=\varphi , \=\lambda ) satisfies
the first order optimality conditions for problem (P) with data \nu and yd up to finite
element precision.
Here and in what follows, the sign \approx means that the unknown exact values of
the associated values are approximated by the given numbers. We expect but do not
claim that these values are close to the exact ones.
The values of the differentiable and nondifferentiable parts of the functional are
F (\=u) \approx 9.067\times 10 - 5 and \nu j(\=u) \approx 2.617\times 10 - 3.
If we solve the problem with a discretization of the control space such that \=u \in \scrU \tau ,
we recover the original solution with four digits of accuracy. To set a more realistic
scenario, we test our software in grids with constant time step \tau = 3 - k, k = 2 : 5, so
that \=u \not \in \scrU \tau .
The numerical results are displayed in Table 5.1. Notice that we are able to
confirm all the results of Theorem 4.6. We write t - \tau = t
\ast  - \tau /2 and t+\tau = t\ast + \tau /2 for
the closest points to t\ast in the control mesh. The values corresponding to the original
solution \=u are included in the last row of the table.
Example 5.2 (sensitivity to the regularization parameter \nu ). For the same prob-
lem as above, we illustrate how the solution changes as \nu varies. It can be expected
that the value of F decreases as \nu decreases, and both \| \=u\tau \| \scrM [0,T ] as well as the num-
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Table 5.2
Example 5.2. Sensitivity of the norm and the support of the optimal control.
\nu F\tau (\=u\tau ) \| \=u\tau \| \scrM [0,T ] \sharp supp\=u\tau 
1e - 1 8.85e - 2 0 0
6e - 2 8.85e - 2 0 0
5e - 2 8.74e - 2 0.02 1
1e - 2 1.95e - 2 3.54 1
1e - 3 3.79e - 3 7.36 2
1e - 4 5.97e - 5 7.95 2
1e - 5 4.31e - 5 8.83 4
1e - 6 3.38e - 5 13.3 8
1e - 7 2.12e - 5 59.4 31
1e - 8 1.85e - 5 170.0 56
is a \=\nu > 0 such that the optimal control is zero for \nu \geq \=\nu . In this example, we use a
discretization of 65 equidistant nodes both in space and time. We use the same time
grid for the control discretization. Our results are shown in Table 5.2.
Example 5.3 (recovering the solution of a system with nonlocal Pyragas feedback
control). We consider the data of Example 1 in [25], namely, \Omega = ( - 20, 20), T = 40,




(y1 + y3) +
1
2
(y1  - y3) tanh
\biggl( 









y1 + y3  - 2y2\surd 
2
.
The desired state is the solution of the state equation with delay term given by the
measure ud \in \scrM [0, T ] defined as
\int T
0
y(x, t - s)dud(s) = \kappa 
\biggl( 
1
tb  - ta
\int tb
ta
y(x, t - s)ds - y(x, t)
\biggr) 
with parameters \kappa = 0.5, ta = 0.456, tb = 0.541. This measure is a linear combination
of a continuous measure with support in [a, b] and a Dirac measure concentrated at
t = 0.
We fix the parameter \nu = 1e - 2---this is large enough to obtain a combination of
Dirac measures---and we will look for solutions in \scrM [0, 1]. Since for the given delay
term \| ud\| \scrM [0,1] = 2\kappa = 1 and F (ud) = 0, it holds J(ud) = \nu . Numerically, we obtain
the solution
\=u \approx  - 0.240821\delta s=0 + 0.246667\delta s=1.
The associated values of the objective are F (\=u) \approx 5.3e  - 5 and \nu j(\=u) \approx 4.87e  - 3,
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Fig. 5.2. Target (left) obtained with a nonlocal Pyragas feedback control and optimal state (right).
To solve the equations, we have used a space mesh with 513 evenly spaced nodes and
a time grid with a variable step size and 778 nodes. For the discretization of the
control, we selected a grid of 101 equidistant nodes in [0, 1].
Example 5.4 (steering the system to an unstable equilibrium point). Here, our
data are \Omega = (0, 1), T = 2, \rho = 1, y1 = 0, y2 = 0.25, y3 = 1. The initial data are given
by y0(x, t) \equiv y3, which is a stable equilibrium point and the target is yd(x, t) \equiv y2,
which is an unstable equilibrium point. Since the data do not depend on x and the
boundary conditions are satisfied, the problem is equivalent to controlling a nonlinear
delay ODE. We fix \nu = 1e - 3 and consider the tracking only on [T/2, T ]. The reason
is that the desired periodicity will need some time to be developed.
Therefore, here we redefine the differentiable part of the functional J(u) by







(yu(x, t) - yd(x, t))2dxdt.
This redefinition causes only minor modifications of our theory. The functional (5.5) is
covered by multiplying the square (yu(x, t) - yd(x, t))2 with the characteristic function
of (T/2, T )\times \Omega in the objective functional of (P). This causes only an obvious mod-
ification in the adjoint equation. However, to reduce the complexity of the notation,
we avoided the general consideration of such modified functionals.
With N\tau = 512 time steps, we obtain
\=u \approx  - 1.304\delta 0.418 + 0.134\delta 1.977 + 0.220\delta 1.978,
F (\=u) \approx 1.29e - 4, and J(\=u) \approx 1.787e - 3.
Example 5.5 (changing the period of an incoming wave). We use the same data
as in the previous example, but y0(x, t) = cos
2(2\pi t)/2 and yd(x, t) = cos
2(\pi t)/2. We
fix \nu = 1e  - 3 and take F (u) as defined in (5.5). By a discretization with N\tau = 256
time steps, we obtain
\=u \approx 0.3188\delta 0  - 1.5499\delta 0.4219  - 0.9964\delta 0.8047 + 2.7233\delta 1.5234
and the objective values F (\=u) \approx 6.57e  - 4 and J(\=u) \approx 6.25e  - 3. The initial data,
target, uncontrolled state, and the state associated with the computed optimal delay
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Fig. 5.3. Data and solution for Example 5.5.
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